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In a recent note [2] I have given a representation for those infinite 
matrices B = (bnk) of complex numbers which map every ( G, - 1) summable 
series ! ak into a sequence with the same sum. Using the notation B: 
(G, -1)"'-+ c"' to mean B,.(a) = ! bn~k-+ £X(n-+ oo) whenever ! ak is 
summable (G, -1) to £X, i.e. whenever ! ak converges with sum £X and 
nan -+ 0 ( n -+ oo), the result referred to is 
Theorem 1. ([2], Theorem 1). B: (G, -1)"'-+ c"' if and only if B is 
of the form 
where G is a y-matrix, i.e. 
sup! IL1cnkl= sup! lcnk-Cn,k+ll<oo and Cnk-+ 1 (n -+ oo, k fixed). 
" " In [2] it was assumed that the sequences s={sk} and a={ak} were 
sequences of complex numbers. We now extend Theorem 1 in two directions. 
First a generalised version of (G, -1) summability is introduced and 
second we replace sequences of complex numbers by sequences of elements 
from a complex Banach space. It is also shown that the generalised 
representation for B is unique. 
Let X be a complex Banach space of elements x, y, . . . with zero () 
and G the space of convergent sequences x= {xk}, Xk EX. With the natmal 
addition and scalar multiplication for sequences and with zero 0= {0, (), ... }, 
G is clearly a Banach space under the norm 
llxll = sup llxnll· 
" 
No confusion will arise by using the same notation for the different norms 
in X and G. Other sequence spaces in X are G0 the space of null sequences; 
i' the space of sequences x= {xk} such that ! Xk converges; (G, -1) the 
space of sequences x= {xk} such that x E y and {kxk} E G8• 
The following result is one aspect of the uniform boundedness principle 
(see for example [ 4, pp. 68-69, Corollaries 1 and 2]). 
Lemma l. (i) If {Tn} is a sequence of bounded linear operators each 
defined on a Banach space X into a normed linear space Y and 
(1) 
" for all x EX, then sup IITnll<oo. 
n 
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(ii) If (1) is replaced by the existence of 
lim T n(x) =T(x) 
n 
for all x E X, then T is a bounded linear operator on X into Y. 
Our next result is familiar as the Kojima-Schur theorem [1, (4.1, I)] 
when X is the complex plane. There is nothing essentially new involved 
when X is a Banach space but we give a short proof. 
Theorem 2. Let A=(ank) be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. 
Then A: C -+ C if and only if A is conservative, i.e. 
I lA II= sup 2 lank! < oo; ank -+ <Xk; An= 2 ank -+ <X. 
n 
Under these conditions 2 ankXk -+ x(,x- 2 <Xk) + 2 <XkXk when Xk -+ x. 
Proof. If A is conservative then 2i<Xki < JIAII and so 
2ankXk=XAn+ 2ank(Xk-X) 
-+ X<X+ 2 <Xk(Xk-X). 
Conversely, if Tn(x) = 2 ankXk <Jonverges for each n, whenever x E 0, then 
7c 2 lank!< oo, for otherwise choose Xk= (y sgn ank)/ 2 lanml where y is a 
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fixed non-zero element of X. Then x E 0 0 but 112 ankXkli-+ oo (p-+ oo). 
Hence each T n(x) is a bounded linear operator on C into X and it is easy 
to see that the norm of T n is 
Since lim T n(x) exists for each x E 0, Lemma 1 (i) gives sup liT nil< oo. 
n 
Finally, choosing x={O, 0, ... , y, 0, ... }withy in the kth place and then 
x = {y, y, y, ... }, where y i=-0 is a fixed element of X, we have {yank} E C 
and {yAn} E 0, whence {ank} and {An} are Cauchy sequences and so 
convergent. 
We note that A: Ox -+Ox if and only if IIAII<oo, <Xk=O, <X=1, and 
that when x = 0 the condition An -+ 1 is not required. A straightforward 
corollary to Theorem 2 is that A: Yx -+Ox, i.e. T n(x) -+ x whenever 
2 Xk = x, if and only if A is a y-matrix. Also, when A is a y-matrix, 
(L1ank): Co -+Co. 
Now set tn=Sn+nxn with Sn=Xo+xl+ ... +xn, so that 
1 n 
tn=(n+1)sn-nsn-1 and Sn= --1 2tk. n+ o 
Then x E (0, -1)x if and only if l E Ox; the "if" by the regularity of the 
(C, 1) method and Theorem 2. We generalise (0, -1) as follows: Let 
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l;x11 be given, S11 =xo+ ... +xn, and define t={tn} so that sn is the discon-
tinuous Riesz mean of order 1 of tn, i.e. 
1 " Sn =-1 I (Ak+l- Ak)tk, 
An+l k=O 
where O<:Ao<A1 < ... <An~ oo. Then 
. h An tn=sn+{lnXn Wit fln =A A . 
n+l- n 
We write I Xn=x(O, An, -1) if and only if tn ~ x (n ~ oo). By the 
regularity of (R, An, 1) this is equivalent to I Xn = x and {f.lnXn} E 0 0• If 
i .• =n, (0, An, -1) reduces to (0, -1). Some inclusion and summability 
factor theorems have been proved for the (0, An, -1) method (and the 
associated absolute method JO, An, -11) in a note which will shortly 
appear [3]. 
The generalised version of Theorem 1, involving (0, An, -1) and 0 the 
space of convergent sequences in the complex Banach space X, now reads 
Theorem 3. B: (0, An, -1)x ~Ox if and only if B is representable as 
(2) 
u:here 0 is a y-matrix. This representation is unique. 
Proof. If B is represented as in (2) then 
T n(x) = I bnkXk = I CnkXk + I {lkXkL1Cnk· 
Hence Tn(x) ~ x whenever I Xn=x(O, An, -1), since 0 is a y-matrix and 
(_jcnt): 0 8 ~Co. 
Now suppose I bnkXk converges for each n and Tn(x) ~ x whenever. 
i E (0, An, -1)x. Then Xo=to, 
k 
Xk=Xk(t) = I dkt ft (k> 1) 
i=O 
so that each Xk is a bounded linear operator on 0 into X. Hence for each 
n, by Lemma 1 (ii), 
m m 
Tn(x) =lim I bnk Xk= lim I ttfmt(n) 
m k=O m i=O 
is also a bounded linear operator on 0 into X. By Theorem 2, with 
F = Umt(n)) in place of A, there are numbers lXn, lXno, lXnl, ... such that 
for each n, 
(3) 
with Mn= I llXnkl<oo. Hence, keeping n fixed, 
(!) 
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and choosing tk = y sgn 1Xnk, 0 < k <P; tk = y sgn tXn, k > p, where y is a fixed 
non-zero element of X, we have, since T,. is a bounded linear operator, 
p 00 
II1Xnl+ ! I1Xnkl+sgn1Xn ! IXnki<IITnll, 
whence 
k=O k=p+l 
(5) 
By (4) and (5), IITnll= IIXnl +M,.. Taking x=e<k>, et<k>=O, i =ftk, ek<k>=y =ft.{}, 
y fixed, we deduce from (3) the existence of a matrix C such that (2) 
holds and L1cnk=1Xnk· Also we see that bnk ~I (n ~ oo, k fixed). Applying 
Lemma I (i), since liT nil= I1Xnl +Mn, we get 
sup ! IL1cnkl < oo, 
.. 
and taking t=e<k> we have 1Xnk ~ 0, Cnk=bnk-f-lkiXnk ~I (n ~ oo, k fixed). 
Thus C is a y-matrix. 
The representation in (2} is unique. For if Dis another y-matrix repre-
senting B then with ank=Cnk-dnk, ank+/-lkL1ank=0 for every n, k and 
sup ! IL1ankl < oo. Thus A.1ank = A~nl for every n, k, so that ! IL1ankl < oo 
.. 
and ! IL1A.k I = oo imply anl = 0 for every n, whence ank = 0 for every n, k, 
i.e. C=D. 
It may be observed that the proof of Theorem 3 differs somewhat from 
that of [2, Theorem I]. Essentially this is due to the fact that it does not 
seem possible to obtain a representation for the general bounded linear 
operator on C into X, unless X is the complex plane (use was made of 
this representation in [2, Lemmas I and 3]). In the present case it is 
possible to represent the rather special bounded linear operator T,.(x): 
C ~ X by using Theorem 2. 
If we require only that B should be conservative, i.e. B: (C, A.,., -I)~ C 
with lim ! bnkXk not necessarily equal to the sum of the series ! xk, 
.. 
then it is necessary and sufficient that 
bnk = Cnk + f-lkL1 Cnk, 
where C is a /]-matrix, i.e. sup ! IL1cnkl < oo, Cnk ~ /Jk (n ~ oo, k fixed) . 
.. 
Again the representation is unique. 
By Theorem 3 if bnk=Cnk+/-lkL1cnk, with C a y-matrix, then Sn ~ x, 
f-lkXk ~ () imply T,.(x) ~ x. When X is the complex plane the question 
arises as to whether this remains true with infinite limits. In this direction 
we have 
Theorem 4. (i) If C is a positive y-matrix and lsnl ~ oo, f-lnXn ~ 0 
and all the Xn lie in an angle () < :n; of the complex plane with vertex at the 
origin then ITn(x)i ~ oo. 
(ii) The result in (i) is false for positive /]-matrices. 
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(iii) There are y-matrices for which it is possible to have lsnl --* oo, 
p 11Xn--* 0 but {Tn} convergent to a finite limit. 
Proof. (i) Since lsnl --* oo and C is positive it follows that 
I L CnkXki --* oo 
[I, 4.4, II]. Hence flnXn--* 0 implies ITn(x)l--* oo. 
(ii) Take (C,.?.n,-l)=(C,-1) and define the positive /1-matrix 
1 
Cnk = k + 1 for every n, k. Then (L1cnk): Co --*Co so that 
L kxkL1 Cnk --* 0 
whenever kxk --* 0, but as long as we arrange for lsnl --* oo 
(e.g. Xk = (k+ 1) l~g (k+2)) 
we have {L CnkXk} convergent to the sum of the absolutely convergent 
. "' Xk 
senes £.. k + 1 . 
(iii) Again take (0, An, -1) = (C, -1). Write log2 n=log log n. and set 
1 n 
Pn = (n+3)log(n+3)log2(n+3)' Pn = k~opk, 
1 n n 
an= p ( L PkSk-Sn) = L ankSk. 
n k~o k~o 
Since Pn--* oo it is clear that A= (ank) is a Toeplitz matrix. Now if 
Sn=log2 (n+3), so that n Xn=o(1), we have 
an= ~n(3l~g3 + ... +(n+3)l~g(n+3)-log2(n+ 3)) 
1 
= Pn (c+o(l)) =o(1), 
where c is a constant. From the matrix A we construct a y-matrix C 
with the required property: 
n 
Cnk= L ani(O<;k<n), Cn11;=0 (lc>n). 
i~k 
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